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Author's response to reviews:

Below are our responses to the formatting issues:

Formatting changes to be made:

-----------------------------

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is ‘First name Initial Last name’ (e.g. Joe F Bloggs). Currently they do not match. [Missing Bret's middle initial]

Table 1: tables should fit into an A4 portrait page (maximum size 176mm x 230mm). If you cannot re-orientate the table to fit this size, please move it to the additional files. Tables in the additional files will be made available with the final manuscript upon publication but will not be included in the manuscript in situ. Please ensure that you update the text to cite additional files and include a legend in the additional files section. [Reformatted to portrait mode]

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Title page: Please display the authors' names and email addresses in separate sections on the title page. We suggest using authors' initials to link each author to their email address. [Done]
Affiliations: Please remember to include the country in the affiliation details. [Added USA]

Please remove the text 'Target Journal: BioMed Central ¿ Endocrine Disorders' and Short title: Safety and tolerability of sitagliptin' from the title page. [Done]

Highlighting: Please remove all highlighting from the manuscript. [Done]

Underlining: Please note that underlining is not supported in the final full text; you may wish to change it to bold. [Done, changed to bold]

Acknowledgements: Please insert the acknowledgements after the authors' contributions. [Done]

Appendix: This should be placed before the Acknowledgements section of the manuscript. [Done]

Please remove the blank page from the manuscript. [Done]

References: please provide the full citation details for references 10, 19 and 55. You can view the BMC reference guide at the following link http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcgenet/ifora/#references [Done, but reference 55 is as complete as possible]

Reference 53: Please remove the doi number from this reference. [Updated reference with publication information]

Table 1: Please remove the repeated table column headings from table 1. [Done]

Tables: the table title should appear above the table and should be only one sentence long. Please place any other text as a legend (or key), which should appear below the table, rather than within the table. [Done as best as possible, but some table headers need to be a little longer]

Supplementary material: please upload your supplementary material as additional files and cite it in the manuscript as such. [Done]

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance. [Done]